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in stone, with which the monumental art loves to embellish
scenes of glory. Mounted generals raising perpetual bronze
kepis do not aid the fancy ; strained gunners (in bas-relief)
are equally unhelpful; and imagination frankly quails
before the larger carnivora in post-prandial attitudes. On a
deserted battle-field one gropes for echoes; and a too noisy
allegory may disturb the air. I was never nearer to the past,
I think, than once in the silent valley that lies between the
two smooth ridges of Valmy. Sculpture had admirably
neglected her opportunities; and I was perfectly alone,
since the other sightseers, misled by an extremely small-
scale map of Mr. Belloc's, had started in the wrong direction.
But the ridge was there in the still sunshine, where the Re-
public faced the kings; and there, confronting it, was the
bare slope where the stiff Prussian infantry made their un-
certain movements, and the green hollow in between where
Goethe, most glorious of all war-correspondents, had walked
under the noisy arch of that erratic barrage, reflecting that a
new world was coming to birth—or so he remembered several
years later, when it was considerably easier to be impressed
by '92, It was quite silent when I walked there ; but the
silent emptiness was filled with sound and movement—with
Kellerman immensely plumed, Dumouriez looking a little
anxious, and the crash as the fired caissons went up in smoke
behind the startled French, For one can fill the void, where
memory has space to spread its wings and no distractions
step between the watcher and the past.
But crowded fields are harder to recover ; and Gettysburg
is distinctly crowded. Piety has marked the post of every
unit through the three days of fighting. Where the record
consists of little field-guns, it aids the memory since they are
the guns of '63 ; but in its other forms it almost seems to
hinder. We can scarcely recall events that are so elaborately
remembered for us. Thus may a predigested meal defeat
digestion. Besides, the whole Denkmalerei effectively
destroys the fine uncertainty of facts, to which alone
dramatic happenings owe their drama. So as Pickett

